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Lenscare was developed to
make it as easy as possible for
you to apply camera blurs to
your footage. It features a
unique 'Out of Focus' effect that
produces results far better than
any conventional out of focus
plugin. It's possible to use
'Depth of Field' as well as the
generated dof effects. Out of
Focus is really just a 2D blur
with constant radius. This
makes it easy to apply to a very
large amount of objects on



screen at the same time. Depth
of Field features 3 modes for
generating dof blurs: 1. Fixed
dof. Objects that are farther
than the focal distance are
blurred, objects closer than that
are unaffected. 2. Dynamic dof.
The blur radius can be adjusted
at runtime, objects that are
closer to you get blurred more
than objects that are farther
away. 3. 'Smart Dof'. The plugin
looks for the edges of each
object, then automatically
adjusts the blur radius to
always create the best out of



focus effect for the objects that
are at the edge. There is also a
'Lens Correct' option that adds
a lens distortion to your
footage. With that you can
correct for barrel and
pincushion distortion, and
produce square footage for your
project. 'Depth of Field' is a fast
and light dof plugin, It requires
no depth buffer for rendering.
It generates blurs as they are
normally generated. Lenscare
has been designed to not show
any UI or menu items that are
not available on your system.



When 'Lenscare Out of Focus'
and 'Depth of Field' have been
installed, go to the Effect menu
and select either 'Out of Focus'
or 'Depth of Field'. Lenscare
will automatically detect what
you have installed and generate
the correct effect. Out of Focus
Out of Focus is a postprocess
plugin that uses a simple 2d
blur with a variable radius to
create an out of focus effect.
It's also possible to modify the
blur radius at runtime using the
'Arrow Keys'. To use the plugin,
simply go to the effect menu



and select 'Out of Focus' from
the list. Depth of Field Depth of
Field is a fast dof plugin that
generates dof effects in a very
efficient way. It works without
depth information. To use the
plugin, simply go to the effect
menu and select 'Depth of
Field' from the list. Lens
Correct Lens Correct is a plugin
that adds a lens distortion
effect to your footage. It
corrects for p
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You can make keyframes with
your own macros. The
keyframes will not be displayed
in the Timeline, so you will
always be able to hide them if
you want. Lenscare Free
Download is an Adobe After
Effects plugin that can help you
create professional looking
camera blurs. Lenscare's 'Out
of Focus' effect is a speedy 2d
blur and can compete with any
existing solution. 'Depth of
Field' is very fast for what it
does. In a lot of situations you
can save hours of render time



for just a couple of seconds per
frame in post processing.
Included Plugins: Depth of Field
Depth of field effects (dof)
happen in all real optical
devices to a certain extent. It is
heavily used in photography
and film as a style element. In
computer graphics dof is
usually generated using ray
tracing techniques which
increase rendering times
considerably. The depth of field
plugin generates those fast as a
post process. It needs a depth
buffer for its calculations.Out of



Focus 'Out of Focus' is a fast
version that works without
depth information. It creates a
blur with constant radius over
the complete image and is a
good complement to 'Depth of
Field'. It offers some extra
functionality as well. It's
possible to use a custom drawn
lens in addition to the
generateable ones. 'Out of
Focus' also offers background
distortion for semi transparent
areas. KEYMACRO Description:
You can make keyframes with
your own macros. The



keyframes will not be displayed
in the Timeline, so you will
always be able to hide them if
you want. Lenscare is an Adobe
After Effects plugin that can
help you create professional
looking camera blurs.
Lenscare's 'Out of Focus' effect
is a speedy 2d blur and can
compete with any existing
solution. 'Depth of Field' is very
fast for what it does. In a lot of
situations you can save hours of
render time for just a couple of
seconds per frame in post
processing. Included Plugins:



Depth of Field Depth of field
effects (dof) happen in all real
optical devices to a certain
extent. It is heavily used in
photography and film as a style
element. In computer graphics
dof is usually generated using
ray tracing techniques which
increase rendering times
considerably. The depth of field
plugin generates those fast as a
post process. It needs a depth
buffer for its calculations.Out of
Focus 'Out of Focus' is a fast
version that works without
depth information. It creates a
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What's New in the Lenscare?

Lenscare is a raytracing-based
plugin for Adobe After Effects.
Lenscrafter is a plugin for
Adobe After Effects which can
help you create professional
looking camera blurs. It can
either simulate the lens and
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camera blur as a post process
effect, or simulate a 'depth of
field'. Depth of Field is the
artistically used background
blur and 'Lenscare' can easily
be adapted to simulate a depth
of field. The plugin provides
two different ways to simulate
blur. One is the standard
render path for which a pre-
generated lens blur is used. The
second is the raytracing path
which generates a lens blur in
real time. The plugin works in
real time without using a
render farm. You can set it to



use either a custom or
generated lens blur and choose
which field of view it will cover.
You can also choose how much
blur, lens aperture, and f-stop
you want. Lenscare is a plugin
for Adobe After Effects which
generates a blur using
raytracing in real time. It offers
a fast and easy way to create an
out of focus effect. A
comparison with FastCam
LensBlur 2 Lenscare vs
FastCam LensBlur 2 As
mentioned, the lens blur plugin
'Lenscare' and the FastCam



LensBlur 2 plugin are similar in
many ways. Both produce a real
time 2d blur without the need
for a render farm. Both can be
set to be either 'on screen' or
'off screen'. Both can use a
custom lens or a generated lens
blur. Some of the differences:
Lenscare produces a blur with a
constant radius and can use a
varying sf parameter, lens
aperture, and f-stop to change
how big the blur is. Lenscare
has a small render time and
runs on one core and is very
stable. FastCam LensBlur 2 can



use up to 4 cores in a single
render and it is not very stable.
Lenscare works without depth
information, but FastCam
LensBlur 2 can work with depth
information. It can simulate
both in focus and out of focus
areas. The lens lens blur in
FastCam LensBlur 2 can be
blurred in a way that causes a
view space rendering artefact.
Lenscare has more degrees of
freedom regarding the sf
parameter, lens aperture, and f-
stop. All in all I would
recommend Lenscare for a



simple out of focus effect.
FastCam is a better choice for a
realistic camera blur. Two
Changelog Entries The
following is a list of changes to
the plugin after a release. This
changelog shows a list of all
changes in the current version.
You can read more about the
changelog here. Release:
0.9.5.0 A problem with the
plugins 'depth of field' and 'on
screen' was fixed. Release: 0.



System Requirements:

• CPU: Intel Core i3 or higher •
RAM: 2 GB • OS: Windows 7, 8
or 10 (32 bit) • DirectX: Version
11 • HDD: 20 GB • Video card:
NVIDIA® GeForce™ 8800 GTS
or ATI® Radeon™ HD 2600 or
higher Some scenes require an
updated GPU or a specialized
video card. Click to
expand...Before Boston
Marathon runner Lu Ying made
history by becoming the first
Chinese woman to complete the
marathon, she struggled. "I was
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